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On August 20, Afghans cast their votes to elect their next president
for the second time in the country’s history.  Preliminary data indicate
that 38.7 percent of the electorate turned out to cast their ballot.
By September 28, the Independent Election Commission had
announced preliminary results showing that the incumbent president
Karzai had received 54.6 percent of the vote, whereas his nearest
rival, his former foreign minister, Abdullah Abdullah had received
27.8 percent. With the Independent Complaint Commission
investigation ongoing, final results are expected to be announced
by early October.

According to United Nations Office on Drug and Crime (UNODC),
2009 has seen a 22 percent drop in poppy cultivation and a 10
percent fall in opium production in Afghanistan. Opium prices have
also plunged to a 10-year low.  Poppy cultivation fell to 123,000
hectares (303,810 acres) as average farm-gate prices for dry opium
plummeted 34 percent to $64 a kilogram. According to the study,
the 2009 harvest yielded enough to make about 1,000 metric tonnes
of heroin. More information is available on:
http://www.unodc.org/afghanistan/index.html.

With backing from US, Britain, France and Germany, the United
Nations will hold a new international conference on the future of
Afghanistan. The conference is aimed at discussing the progress
in the country and agreeing on new benchmarks and timelines in
order to formulate a joint framework for the step by step transition
of responsibility from the international community to the Afghans.
The conference is expected to take place sometime towards the
end of the current year or early 2010.

WORLD BANK GROUP SUPPORT
Since April 2002, the World Bank has committed over US$1.89
billion for development and emergency reconstruction projects and
four budget support operations in Afghanistan. This support
comprises over US$1.45 billion in grants and US$436.4 million in
no-interest loans -known as “credits.” Currently, the Bank has 26
active projects in Afghanistan with net commitments of over US$1
billion.

So far, a number of Bank-financed projects have been completed
which include the rehabilitation of education, emergency public
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QUARTERLY COUNTRY UPDATE

The World Bank’s Interim Strategy Note
(2009-11) is aligned with Afghanistan’s
National Development Strategy (ANDS) and
is designed around three main pillars:

Building the capacity of the state and its
accountability to its citizens: The Bank will
continue to strengthen core government
systems as the basis for credible state
building, through efforts to strengthen public
financial management, fiscal sustainability,
and improved transparency and
accountability, while integrating the results
of vulnerability-to-corruption assessments
into ongoing work streams.

Promoting growth of the rural economy
and improving rural livelihoods: Given the
magnitude of needs and the overall
importance of the rural economy for growth
and poverty reduction, support to the rural
economy and livelihoods will remain a priority
for the Bank. Rural programs also serve as
important entry points for shifting economic
incentives away from opium and toward
alternative, legal high-value agricultural
products.

Supporting growth of the formal private
sector: The World Bank Group will continue
to address the overall constraints to private
sector development through lending and
advisory work as well as identify and address
specific measures that catalyze business
growth. It will also invest directly in local
companies, including banks, to help them
expand business.
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works, the reconstruction of infrastructure, emergency transport rehabilitation, health sector reconstruction, and the first
phase of a public administration project as well as three budget support operations. For more information about closed
projects, please visit: www.worldbank.org.af – Projects & Programs page.

The World Bank has provided advice to help the government manage donor funds effectively and in a transparent way. The
World Bank also supports the government by providing analytical work on the economy, public administration, gender,
poverty, the opium economy, and public finance management (PFM). The Bank has actively supported key reforms,
particularly in the fiscal and public administration spheres, and through its budget support operations. It has advocated
building capacity and legitimacy of the State and channeling donor resources through the government to ensure investments
are aligned with national priorities. To this end, the World Bank works closely with other multilateral and bilateral agencies
across a number of sectors where aid coordination and government ownership are most critical.

International Finance Corporation (IFC), the World Bank Group’s private sector arm, continues to step up its efforts in the
country. IFC recently announced that a program to support trade with emerging markets worldwide will be expanded to
Afghanistan to promote  the flow of goods and services between Afghanistan and other countries. Afghanistan International
Bank (AIB) is the first Afghan bank to join IFC’s Global Trade Finance Program (GTFP). This program provides partial or full
guarantees against underlying trade instruments and covers the payment risk of participating banks, allowing them to
expand their trade finance transactions within an extensive network of countries and banks to enhance their trade finance
coverage. IFC has already supported six trade transactions with Afghanistan since AIB joined GTFP. Moreover, IFC
continues to work on its pipeline of investment projects in a variety of sectors in order to increase its existing $93 million
investment portfolio in Afghanistan.

The strong involvement of IFC’s Advisory Services in the financial sector in Afghanistan continued with a conference about
risk management jointly organized with DAB, which was held in July 2009. The conference provided a platform for senior
private bank and government officials to share experiences about risk management in today’s turbulent and rapidly-
changing financial environment. The dialogue helped the banking industry to keep apprised of financial-sector policymaking
changes in developed and emerging countries. During the event, participants discussed lessons learned from the crisis in
risk management, managing risk in an Islamic Shari’ah environment, SME banking, challenges and opportunities in
housing finance, and how to extend access to finance to the underserved  through microfinance products. Besides, IFC
Advisory Services continue their engagement in leasing, housing finance, credit and collateral registries, as well as in
SME development and business skills training through its Business Edge program.

The Afghanistan Reconstruction Trust Fund (ARTF) is a partnership between the international community and the Afghan
government for the improved effectiveness of the reconstruction effort. Since early 2002, 30 donors have contributed over
US$3.2 billion (as of August 22, 2009), making ARTF the largest contributor to the Afghan budget – for both operating costs
and development programs. ARTF’s support for national priority programs, for operating costs of government operations,
and for the policy reform agenda is contributing to the achievement of the Afghanistan National Development Strategy
goals. More than US$1.8 billion has been disbursed to the Government of Afghanistan to help cover recurrent costs, such
as civil servants’ salaries, and over US$956 billion had been made available for investment projects.

The Japan Social Development Fund (JSDF), administered by the World Bank, has provided a special window for Afghanistan
which operates in a harmonized manner to support the national programs of the government. As of August 31, 2009,
JSDF’s current commitment to Afghanistan had reached US$15 million. A number of JSDF financed projects have been
completed so far.  For more information, please visit http://go.worldbank.org/U5OQZVF200.

STATUS OF ONGOING OPERATIONS

Emergency National Solidarity Project (NSP) (US$306 million Grant, US$518 million ARTF Grant and US$15
million JSDF Grant): This is the Government of Afghanistan’s flagship program to support small-scale reconstruction
and development activities identified by Community Development Councils (CDCs) across the country. The World Bank is
one of the main sources of financing for the NSP. Other sources include the ARTF, the JSDF, and several bilateral
contributors. Between early-May 2003 and September 2009, the NSP has reached over 19 million Afghans. Approximately
22,471 communities have been mobilized, and 22,154 communities have successfully elected Community Development
Councils (CDCs). These CDCs are established through the assistance of 29 NSP Facilitating Partners who mobilize the
community, facilitate elections and community development planning through community consultation, assist in project
preparation and implementation, and also provide capacity building to CDC members.



Approximately 50,778 community subprojects have been partially
or fully financed, of which some 31,832 subprojects have been
completed. About 80 percent of the community subprojects involve
infrastructure such as irrigation, rural roads, electrification, and
drinking water supply, all critical for the recovery of the rural economy,
stability, and governance. The community subprojects financed
under the NSP focus on social and economic infrastructure and are
based on the priorities of the rural population. Of the currently funded
community subprojects, 24 percent address water and sanitation
issues, 16 percent rehabilitate irrigation systems, 24 percent
improve transportation infrastructure (e.g. roads, bridges), 15 percent
provide energy (e.g. micro-hydro, solar energy), 5 percent improve
livelihoods and income-generation, 14 percent work on education
infrastructure, and 2 percent go towards other investments. The
NSP is active in 359 of Afghanistan’s 364 districts and all of
Afghanistan’s 34 provinces. As of August 23, 2009, over US$663
million of block grants had been disbursed to CDCs.

In addition to subproject implementation, NSP has effectively
strengthened community-level governance by establishing a network
of CDCs. CDCs are the village-level representative body and form a
basis for interaction within and between communities as well as
with government bodies and other aid agencies. The CDCs are also
increasingly becoming the platform for dispute resolution at the
community level. More information is available at:
http://www.nspafghanistan.org.

National Rural Access Program (NRAP)
Currently there are two ongoing projects under the overall NRAP
umbrella funded/administered by the Bank. Please see under JSDF
and ARTF (further down) for the status of the ongoing and recently
completed projects.

National Emergency Rural Access Project (NERAP) (IDA
US$112 million and US$30 million ARTF Grant): The World Bank
continues to support the government’s rural access program.
Following the successfully completed National Emergency
Employment Program for Rural Access project (NEEPRA), the Bank,
on December 13, 2007, approved a grant of US$112 million for the
National Emergency Rural Access Project. In keeping with the
overarching objectives of the program, the project aims to provide
year-round access to basic services and facilities in the rural areas
of Afghanistan to enhance the well being of the population and
promote economic growth in the country. Under the project,
secondary roads are being rehabilitated by the Ministry of Public
Works (MPW) and tertiary roads by the Ministry of Rural
Rehabilitation and Development (MRRD). The project proposes to
rehabilitate approximately 1,540 km of rural roads and some 9,000
meters of drainage structures, generating 2.13 million unskilled labor
days of employment. As of August 31, 2009, out of 83 secondary
roads and drainage contracts planned/agreed to be undertaken by
MPW, 8 contracts (137 km. road and 83 m. drainage work) were
completed, 41 contracts (356 km. road and 563 m drainage works)
were in progress, and 34 contracts (325 km. road 411 m drainage
works) were under development and at the procurement stage. For

Japan Social Development Fund

The JSDF was established by the Government

of Japan in 2000 as a means of supporting

activities which directly respond to the needs of

poor and vulnerable groups, enhance their

capacities, and strengthen their empowerment

and participation in the development process.

The fund is administered by the World Bank.

The Government of Japan and the World Bank

agreed to set up a special window within the

JSDF to support activities in Afghanistan under a

multi-year program of assistance for the country’s

reconstruction and transition toward political,

economic, and social stability.

Members of a CDC in the Dand District of the southern
Kandahar province meet to discuss the priority needs
of their village.



tertiary roads, out of the 173 contracts planned by MRRD,
63 contracts (255 km. road and 2412 m. drainage works)
were completed, and 76 contracts (336 km. road and 6022m.
drainage works) in progress, 37 (334 km. road and 6022m.
drainage works). The MPW has generated about 804,379
labor days of employment so far, and the MRRD about
588,026 labor days. Out of the total budget of US$104 million
allocated for both MPW and MRRD for road rehabilitation,
drainage works and routine maintenance, US$32.2 million
has been disbursed to date. Co-financing from the ARTF is
expected to be effective from early October 2009.

Expanding Microfinance Outreach and Improving
Sustainability Project (MISFA) (US$30 million Grant and
US$183.3 million ARTF Grant): The project aims to assist
the government in developing a sustainable microfinance
sector that provides flexible, convenient, and affordable
financial services to poor people. Since its inception in 2003,
the project has provided more than US$172.5 million in funds,
including US$118.2 million in loans. There are now 16
microfinance institutions (MFIs), with a network of 301
branches in 26 provinces, and more than 442,000 savings
and loan clients. To date, the program has disbursed a total
of 1.4 million loans across Afghanistan worth US$660.9
million. As of July 2009, the gross loans outstanding were
US$109.5 million. Sixty percent of the clients are women,
and the loan repayment rate is 94 percent. The sector now
employs 4,239 people; approximately 1,571 of whom are
women. Over 90 percent of professional positions and 50
percent of management positions in the sector are occupied
by Afghans. According to the findings of the Baseline/Impact
study conducted in 2007, each MFI loan supports or creates
1.5 employment opportunities in Afghanistan. The project is
also expanding in the seven poppy-growing provinces
identified by the government to provide alternative livelihood
opportunities to poppy-growing farmers. More information is
available at http://www.misfa.org.af.

Public Financial Management Reform Projects (US$60.4
million Grant): A series of four operations support
Afghanistan’s efforts to establish a transparent and well-
functioning public financial management system to ensure
better use of public resources. The grants initially
concentrated on funding consulting firms to support
government officials in carrying out procurement and treasury
operations, but have now shifted emphasis to building
capacity in procurement and audit functions in the Treasury
Department of the Finance Ministry. The projects contributed
to the establishment of the current modern legal framework
for public financial management and to the implementation
of systems to support this framework. Activities include:

Procurement Advisor: The procurement advisor has
facilitated 563 government contracts valued at US$1.6 billion.
A new procurement law has been enacted and related
regulations and bidding documents have also been prepared.A microfinance borrower pays back an installment of

her loan in Jalalabad city.

A new road is being built under NERAP in the Surkh
Rood district of the eastern province of Nangarhar.



Procurement Capacity Building Advisor: A comprehensive needs assessment for procurement training and a plan for
addressing the needs have been completed. Training in procurement rules and procedures is underway for procurement
staff of all ministries at the Civil Service Training Institute for all government procurement staff.

Financial Management Operations Advisor: An integrated accounting, budget control and check issuance system has
been operating in the Treasury Department in the Ministry of Finance since October 2002. All budget transactions are
recorded in this system which generates timely and comprehensive reports on the government’s budget execution and
financial position. This system is being expanded to the provincial offices of the Ministry of Finance and some line
ministries, and new programs are being added to support purchasing and control of assets.

Audit Advisor: The audit advisor has assisted the Control and Audit Office (CAO) with the audits of International Development
Association (IDA) projects, ARTF projects and cost expenditures, and the state budget. In addition, over 100 staff members
have participated in various training courses, including computer and language training, technical audit, and modern audit
working practices and procedures. The CAO is being equipped with computers and training material; a strategic development
plan has been prepared and a new law on auditing is proposed.

Internal Audit Capacity Development: The Ministry of Finance Internal Audit Department is operating an auditing
training program which has already imparted a four-month training program to 120 staff of the Ministry of Finance and other
public entities and has trained internal audit staff from across government, including 40 new auditors in the Ministry of
Defense.

The Education Quality Improvement Program (EQUIP) consists of two projects: 1) EQUIP I (US$35 million IDA
Grant and US$44 million ARTF Grant) started in August 2004; and 2) EQUIP II (US$30 million IDA Grant and
US$171.74 million ARTF Grant) which was launched in May 2008. The program provides district-based teacher training
and grants directly to communities nationwide. EQUIP is fully aligned to the Ministry of Education’s National Education
Strategic Plan (NESP 1385-1389) and enjoys multi-donor support from the ARTF. Funds are used directly by communities
through School Shuras for the rehabilitation or construction of school buildings and for accessing quality inputs, such as
teaching and learning materials. The School Shuras are functioning in all provinces, and, as of now, 8622 out of 11,000
schools have these Shuras. Shuras are assisted by the Provincial Education Departments, NGOs and District Educational
Departments in all 34 provinces. EQUIP II supports the District Teacher Training Program in 23 provinces (the 11 other
provinces are supported by the USAID). It also provides regional allowances for lecturers in 730 Teacher Training Centers
(TTC) as well as scholarships for 2750 girls to attend Teacher Training Colleges for two years, following which they are to
join the teaching force in their local communities. It also supports the monitoring and evaluation of NESP (National
Education Strategic Plan) programs, including the now established Education Management Information System at the
Ministry of Education. In December 2007, the MOE successfully completed the school survey of Solar Year 1386. Updated
survey data can be found on the MOE website <www.moe.gov.af>. It is envisaged that by the close of the two projects in
2012, some 1,575 schools will have been built, with a priority on girls’ schools; 8622 School Shuras formed and active,
with 1999 more Shuras to be formed; over 110,000 teachers and around 9000 school administrators trained; 2750 girls in
25 provinces receiving scholarships to complete their two-year studies at TTC; and 750 qualified lecturers recruited in 18
provinces. For EQUIP II, the ARTF Management Committee recently approved its first phase of support of US$35 million
for 1388; additional funds will be disbursed in subsequent phases based on the results.

Strengthening Higher Education Program (SHEP) (US$40 million Grant and US$32 million ARTF Grant): The
program aims to progressively restore basic operations at six core universities in Afghanistan — Kabul Polytechnic
University, Kabul University, and four regional universities (Balkh, Herat, Kandahar, and Nangarhar) — through partnership
programs with universities in the region and in the West, as well as through competitive block grants. Funds will also be
provided to set up an institutional base to develop an agenda for tertiary education, capacity building and reform. The
program is envisaged as the first phase of a long-term higher education development program in Afghanistan that will act
as a catalyst to attract various resources to the Afghan tertiary education sector.

Under this program, eleven partnerships have been formed for five of the six participating universities with eight established
overseas universities. These partner universities include: Kansas State University (USA), University of Hartford (USA),
San Diego State University (USA), Asian Institute of Technology (Thailand), University of Brighton (UK), Delhi University
(India), Ruhr Bochum University (Germany) and Technical University of Berlin (Germany), focusing essentially on Engineering,
Computer Science, English Language, Natural Science and Economics/Management. The usage of block grants to
procure books, teaching materials, and IT equipment, and to rehabilitate libraries and classrooms and equip laboratories



is continuing. Also, SHEP, with the support of other development
partners such as UNESCO and USAID, is supporting the Ministry
of Higher Education in planning a 5-year strategic development
framework for the higher education sector, aligned to the goals of
the ANDS.

The ARTF Management Committee approved blanket commitment
of US$32 million to support the construction of faculty buildings,
libraries, and gymnasiums, as well as master plans and other
activities to improve academic delivery in the universities of Balkh,
Kandahar, Nangarhar, and the Kabul Polytechnic. The first phase
of the ARTF funded activities is currently underway with US$5 million
in the form of a Development Grant Agreement (DGA) that essentially
covers design consultancy costs as well as the cost of supervising
the construction of the buildings. Contracts for these activities have
been signed for the Universities of Nangarhar, Balkh and Kandahar.

Afghanistan Skills Development Project (US$20 million Grant
and US$18 million ARTF): The project is designed to increase
the number of skilled Afghans and create a high-quality technical
and vocational education and training system that is equitable,
market responsive, and cost-effective. More specifically, the project
will develop a demand-driven vocational education and training
system, and give training institutions autonomy to plan and
customize their programs and establish partnerships with
experienced national and international training providers.

The project establishes the Afghan National Qualification Authority;
Afghan National Qualification Framework; Awarding Boards, National
Institute of Management and Administration (NIMA). Preliminary
setup and staffing have been finalized for the Committee on Education
and Skills Policy (CESP). NIMA has enrolled 1,764 students for
the first semester (April – August 2009). With funds from ASDP,
each NIMA student enjoys free school fees, as well as food and
accommodation facilities. A contract has been entered into between
NIMA and an implementing partner, the Maxwell Stamp PLC, to
jointly provide services for curricular and academic development for
a period of two years. The Dar-ul-Aman campus, formerly a Russian
technical school, was rehabilitated and is now being utilized as the
NIMA campus while preparations are underway for the new Campus.
Located in Jangalak, two new buildings - Administrative Building
and Cafeteria and Dining Hall - are presently under construction;
10 and 5 percentage respectively of the work has been completed
so far.. In addition, the acquisition of four minivans, 450 computer
units and NIMA furniture are in various stages of procurement.

In addition, the project has provided support to Technical Vocation
and Education Training (TVET) buildings and campuses in need of
renovation and physical rehabilitation. The physical up-gradation
activities undertaken are: Construction of the Afghanistan National
Institute of Music: Renovation of the ANIM (50% complete);
Construction of New Buildings for the Music School; Construction
of Alternative Building for Auto-mechanical School; Construction of
Auxiliary Building; Construction of Women’s Dormitory; among
others. The Project has likewise provided funds for the purchase of:
equipment for the Blind School, such as audio equipment, stationary,

Children attend a class in a primary school in
Folady village of the central Bamiyan province.

A new building for the Rokhshana High School is
being built in Kabul city.



slide board, stile (chalk), walking stick, laptop and Braille
computers; and Western Musical Instruments for ANIM. Four
contracts with the training providers (ARSSO, HECAW, AADA and
HAFO) has been signed to train 2500 unemployed youths for waged
and self employment in Khost, Zabul, Urozgan and Khost provinces.
Another five contracts with the training providers (DRSA, PADA,
AADA, HEWAD and HDCAW) have been signed to train 2500
chronically poor women for waged and self employment in
Badakhshan, Samangan, Bamyan, Ghazni, and Paktika provinces.
For the Training of Trainers (TOT) for Business Development
Services (BDS)  and the development of contextualized productive
skills curriculum materials to support the UN-Habitat Learning and
Community Empowerment Project 2 (LCEP2) in 11 provinces, the
NSDP has initiated the procurement process to outsource this
activity to some competitive consultants . The main purpose of
these interventions is to improve the livelihoods of the above groups,
and especially those who can benefit from training in improved
production and marketing methodologies, and more diversification.

Management Reforms in TVET, is currently being implemented
by German Education and Training. They have completed an agency
review, an in-depth analysis of the DMTVET and its institutes with
respect to people, processes, products, problems, quality models,
resources, data, etc. As a result, interventions and capacity building
measures are identified and designed for implementation. A
curriculum and material development specialist has been hired to
support the NSDP curriculum and standards development team in
development of Competency Based Training standards at different
level for the most demanded skills. So far 67 standards have been
developed by the team and some of these have already been
introduced to the training providers.

The Government of Norway and USAID are co-financing the project
in the amount of US$9 million and US$6 million respectively. The
project will be undertaken over a period of 5 years, from March
2008 to February 2013.

The Strengthening Health Activities for Rural Poor Project
(SHARP) (US$30 million Grant): SHARP aims to improve the
health and nutritional status of Afghans, focusing especially on
women and children and the underserved areas of the country.
The project supports Afghanistan’s Health and Nutrition Sector
Strategy, which is the blueprint for the government’s health sector
program for the period 2008-13.

A 2006 study conducted by Johns Hopkins University indicates a
26 percent drop in under-five mortality since 2002. With the World
Bank support in 18 provinces since 2003, the number of health
facilities has nearly tripled from 148 to 421. Health service utilization
increased among project area populations from a rate of 0.3
consultations per capita annually at the outset to 1.33 per capita
by the end of 2008. Health care for expectant mothers expanded,
with the number of deliveries assisted in facility by trained health
workers jumping from 6 percent to 23 percent. The number of
pregnant women who received at least one prenatal care visit rose
from 8,500 in 2003 to 188,670 in 2008. Indicators from the Health

A health worker weighs a child in Jurm district clinic
in northeastern Badakhshan province.

Students use a computer lab at Balkh University in
the northern city of Mazar-e-Sharif.



Information Management System (HMIS) show signs of progress in child health, with DPT3 vaccination rates for one-
year-olds, for instance, increasing from 25 percent in 2003 to 98 percent by the end of 2008. Around 20,000 community
health workers—half of them women—have been trained and deployed throughout the country, increasing access to
family planning and boosting childhood vaccinations. The number of facilities with trained female health workers rose
from 25 percent before the project to 85 percent today.

SHARP finances provision of the Basic Package of Health Services in eight provinces (Helmand, Farah, Badghis,
Nimroz, Samagan, Balkh, Wardak, and Saripul) through national and international NGOs contracted out by Ministry of
Public Health (MoPH). So far the MoPH has signed contracts with five NGOs to provide a basic package of health
services in five provinces (in Helmand – BRAC/ACTD, Nimroz – BRAC, Farah – CHA, Samangan and Saripul – SCA/
ACTD). Contracts for the remaining provinces (Badghis, Balkh and Wardak) are under process. SHARP also supports
monitoring and evaluation of health services in Afghanistan by financing a third party agency to conduct annual balance
scorecards for primary health care facilities and hospitals. Lastly, SHARP plans to introduce an innovative results-
based financing (RBF) mechanism to improve coverage and quality of services in health facilities. The RBF design is
currently being finalized and its implementation is envisaged to start in early 2010.

Afghanistan HIV/AIDS Prevention Project (US$10 million Grant) is designed to strengthen national capacity to
respond to the epidemic by scaling up prevention programs targeting people engaged in high risk behaviors. These
vulnerable groups at high risk include injecting drug users (IDUs), sex workers and their clients, truckers, and prisoners.
The project also aims to improve the knowledge of HIV prevention among the general population, strengthen surveillance
of HIV prevalence and high risk behaviors, map and estimate the sizes of groups engaged in high risk behavior, and use
communications and advocacy to reduce stigma related to HIV and AIDS.

Since its approval in July 2007, the project has contributed to strengthening the capacity of the National Aids Control
Program (NACP) through (i) recruitment of seven national advisors and one international advisor; (ii) participation of
NACP staff in national/international training activities; and (iii) exposure of NACP staff to well performing HIV/AIDS
programs abroad. The increased capacity of NACP has resulted in the adoption of the Afghanistan HIV Code of Ethics,
an important milestone for the support and protection of people living with HIV/AIDS in the country. To achieve its
objectives, the NACP has signed 11 contracts with national and international organizations, and the harm reduction
activities have been initiated. The surveys in most-at-risk groups have started in early 2009.

Avian Influenza Control and Human Pandemic Preparedness and Response Project (US$8 million Grant and
US$5 million Avian and Human Influenza (AHI) Facility) is designed to prevent the spread of avian influenza to
humans, and develop and implement HPAI (Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza) prevention, containment, control, and
eradication activities in the livestock sector. It supports a national program to raise public awareness through strategic
communication. The United Nation’s Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) has been selected as the facilitating
partner for the Animal Health component and the contracting process has been finalized. In the Animal Health component,
FAO plays a key role in training, simulations, review of old legislation, and other activities. FAO is continuing its training
of emergency response teams in rapid detection, surveillance and control of avian flu, as well as work on relevant
legislation. Also under the Animal Health component, poultry vaccination campaigns have been conducted covering
semi-commercial farms in high-risk areas. The World Health Organization (WHO) is the facilitating partner for the
Human Health component and plays a similar role as FAO. The Emergency Preparedness and Response (ERP) Unit
has been formally included in the Ministry of Public Health’s revised organization structure with an appointed Director for
the EPR. The disease surveillance system is functional and submits weekly reports. The comprehensive communication
strategy prepared with UNICEF’s assistance is under implementation and activities such as awareness building, media
training workshops, and awareness campaigns for school children are ongoing. A two-monthly newsletter on avian flu is
issued regularly.

The Emergency Communications Project (US$22 million Credit) helped the government expand its communications
network through policy advice, capacity building at the Ministry of Communications, and improvement of postal services.
Activities included:

A US$16 million Government Communications Network (GCN) was launched in 2004 and is providing internet access
and voice telecommunications services, including long distance and international services, to over 30,000 government
employees in Kabul and Afghanistan’s provinces. A new radio spectrum monitoring system, to ensure proper use of the
radio spectrum in Afghanistan, is operational. All provincial capitals are now also able to videoconference with the



President and ministers in Kabul. Further, a Provincial Governor’s
Communications Network is piggybacking on the GCN infrastructure.

Afghanistan now has approximately 10 million fixed and mobile
telecommunication subscribers. Consequently, telephone
subscriptions are equivalent to about 32% of the population. Moreover,
the mobile telephony market is quite competitive, with four GSM-
based networks and one CDMA-based network operating across
the country and covering an estimated 75% of the population. About
US$ 1.2 billion has been invested in the sector and is expected to
reach US$ 1.5 billion by 2010. Approximately 15 percent of
government revenues accrue from the telecommunications sector.
The sector — directly and indirectly — employs over 60,000 Afghans.
Meanwhile, Afghan Telecom has become a full-fledged corporation.
In the area of postal sector development, Afghan Post has introduced
new services, such as Express Mail Service. Its revenues over the
last three years have increased consistently, and Afghan Post has
received permission from the Central Bank to provide financial
services as well. The project was closed on September 30, 2009
and a project implementation completion report is due shortly.

The Emergency Customs Modernization and Trade Facilitation
Project (ECMTFP) (US$31.2 million Credit and US$6.81 million
Grant): Since 2004, the project has been supporting Afghanistan’s
efforts to increase customs revenues, reduce transport-related trade
costs, stimulate trade, reduce corruption, and streamline customs
procedures at border crossings. As of June 2009, all project funds
were committed and most project targets surpassed. Customs
revenues increased by more than 700 percent in Solar Year 1387
(2008/09); this was largely attributable to computerized control over
transit shipments, tighter control over the clearance of goods, and
the enhanced capacity of the  Afghan Customs Department (ACD)
staff. Trade volume has increased many times over compared to
the start of the project. One of the project’s key achievements has
been the automation of customs processes with the Automated
System for Customs Data (ASYCUDA).

Customs processes have been automated at major Inland Customs
Depots (ICD), including at the Kabul Airport which receives
approximately 55 percent of all the country’s customs declarations.
Similarly, ASYCUDA is now functional at four major transit axis
which receive some 65 percent of Afghanistan’s transit trade by
value. In addition, the supporting communications infrastructure has
also been modernized with VHF/HF radios and VSAT VPN networks
connecting key customs locations. Key infrastructure facilities have
been constructed including the Customs and Revenue headquarters
building in Kabul, the Inland Customs Depot building at Jalalabad,
as well as truck parking facilities and other allied infrastructure.
The Trade Facilitation component of the project has also
demonstrated good results. A recent highlight has been the start of
the negotiations process of the Afghanistan Pakistan Transit Trade
Agreement (APTTA) which was prepared with the help of the project.
Moreover, the Afghan National Standards Authority (ANSA), which
was established with the help of the project, has now been approved
as an independent government standards organization.

A man uses a fixed-line telephone in the eastern
province of Nangarhar.

Customs officials are using Automated System for

Customs Data (ASYCUDA) in Mazar-e-Sharif customs
department in the northern Balkh province.



As the original project funds have all been committed, additional financing of US$ 7 million was recently approved. The
funds were secured to finance select activities which are most critical to achieving the project’s development objectives. At
the request of the Government, the team is exploring the possibility of preparing a follow-on project to be approved in the
first quarter of FY2010. The new operation will be contingent upon the Government of Afghanistan undertaking a concrete
program of customs reform that addresses the governance issues in the sector.

The Afghanistan Investment Guarantee Facility (AIGF), in cooperation with World Bank’s Multilateral Investment
Guarantee Agency (MIGA), aims to assist Afghanistan in its reconstruction efforts by stimulating foreign direct investment
through a program of political risk insurance in an environment where the perception of political risk by foreign investors is
very high. The project is designed to stimulate private business activity and attract foreign private investment in a variety of
sectors. It will stimulate the local economy, generate employment, create tax revenues, and assist in the transfer of
modern technologies and business practices to Afghanistan.

Despite the deteriorating business environment which impeded the flow of foreign direct investment to Afghanistan, the
AIGF has been making steady progress. To date, a total of six guarantees have been underwritten with the AIGF for five
beneficiaries covering the agricultural, financial, pharmaceutical, construction, and telecommunication sectors. There are
potential projects which are now being examined. It is expected that some more guarantees will be underwritten shortly.
The total associated foreign investment of the projects under the AIGF is about US$107 million with approximately 1,200
jobs created as a result. Given the importance of the project in attracting foreign direct investment, and at the request of
Government of Afghanistan, the closing date of AIGF has been extended for two years from September 30, 2009, to
September 30, 2011.

Kabul Urban Reconstruction Project (US$25 million Credit and US$5.6 million ARTF Grant): This is a community
driven project that attempts to empower and develop historically neglected urban communities, particularly in informal or
slum areas, to identify, plan, and monitor needed development projects in their neighborhoods. The project supports the
reconstruction and rehabilitation of 20 of Kabul’s neighborhoods/gozar where the majority of the urban poor live in informal
settlements, including four neighborhoods in the Old City of Kabul.

Through community-based Gozar Cooperative Shuras, community needs are integrated into a Community Upgrading Plan
(CUP) covering water supply, access roads and drains, sanitation, solid waste management, and street lighting (i.e.,
urban services). The CUP is converted into engineering designs, costed, and implemented to achieve an outcome of
improved infrastructure in response to community needs for 121,629 residents of Kabul. Thus far, the project work is
ongoing in all targeted neighborhoods. Almost 44,834 persons have already received improved services, and approximately
another 76,795 are in the process of receiving services. As of May 25 2009, the project has provided 42 kms of improved
access to homes through grading and surfacing roads, the provision of hillside steps and sidewalks, the repair and
construction of 77.6 kms of tertiary drains and 6.583 km of trunk drains, improvement to 4788 existing latrines, implementation
of a solid waste collection system where a collector/sweeper contracts with the Shura, and health and hygiene campaigns
on clean water and sanitation. Furthermore, 5524 street lighting system and 22 collection points have been built so far.

Urban Water Sector Project (US$40 million Grant): The project aims to initiate actions to: (i) transform the Central
Authority for Water Supply and Sewerage (CAWSS) into a technically viable operation; (ii) establish the financial sustainability
of the Afghanistan Urban Water Supply and Sanitation Corporation (AUWSSC, CAWSS’ successor); (iii) increase access
to and reliability of the water supply service in Kabul; and (iv) prepare a follow-up project under which more substantial
institutional and financial objectives can be achieved and coverage further expanded in Kabul and provincial towns. To
achieve these objectives, the project includes three main components: (i) institutional development of AUWSSC; (ii)
financial support to AUWSSC operations; (iii) and, an extension of the Kabul water supply system. The project is financed
in parallel by the German Development Cooperation Agencies (KfW and GTZ). Following the announcement of the sector
policy and institutional development plan in October 2005, a Presidential Decree to corporatize CAWSS was issued in
January 2006. The Articles of Incorporation of the new AUWSSC were approved by the Cabinet on July 9, 2007, and
gazetted by the Ministry of Justice on July 11, 2007; the Board of Directors is meeting regularly, the General Manager has
been recruited and recruitment of the other members of the management team is underway. AUWSSC took over the
operation of Kabul water supply in May 2009.  Operations were taken over in Charikar, Herat, Pul-i-Khumri, Kunduz,
Taloqan, Mazhar-i-Sharif and Shebergan in August 2009.  A Liquidation Committee is currently assessing the assets and
liabilities of CAWSS in the remaining provincial towns. When the Liquidation Committee completes its work, and the other
administrative processes are also complete, the AUWSSC will take over operations in these towns. The government has
requested a restructuring of the project to include part of the Short-Term Program of Kabul water supply which was earlier



planned under the ARTF-financed project. Meanwhile, the invitation
of bids for the water distribution network, the only major investment
program to be financed by the project, has not received any
responsive bids.  As a result, bids are to be invited again - for the
third time.  Procurement of consulting services contracts (external
auditor, technical assistance) are under process and are likely to
be completed by November/December 2009.

The Emergency Irrigation Rehabilitation Project (US$40
million Credit, US$86.5 million Grant, and US$6 million
Government Funds): The project is helping to provide water to
farms in the project areas, with more reliable and equitable
distribution of irrigation water. The rehabilitation of the national
irrigation system in all five river basins of Afghanistan will help
increase agricultural productivity and farm income, improve food
security and livelihoods, and reduce vulnerability due to droughts.
To date, six regional offices in Kabul—Jalalabad, Kandahar, Balkh,
Kunduz, and Herat—have been established to develop institutional
capacity at the local level. As of August 31, 2009, 741 subproject
proposals, costing about US$76.9 million, had been prepared. Of
these, 701 subprojects totaling US$66.6 million have been approved;
contracts for 683 subprojects worth US$55.9 million are ongoing;
and 599 subprojects worth US$41.8 million have been completed.
In addition, the first phase, under contract for emergency repair of
the Band-e-Sultan Dam, costing about US$500,000, has been
completed. The work under the Feasibility Study of the Lower
Kokcha Irrigation and Hydropower Multipurpose Project on the
Kokcha River in the Amu River Basin was also completed. Further
development options are proposed to be studied. Installations of 98
of the 174 hydrology stations in different part of the country are
complete and installations of the remaining stations are ongoing.

The Emergency Power Rehabilitation Project (US$105 million
Credit and US$20 million ARTF Grant): The project is working to
provide improved and more reliable supply of electricity to the
residents of Kabul. It is doing so by rehabilitating and expanding
city distribution networks; connecting the Kabul city grid to the
future North East Transmission System to allow for the import of
lower cost power from Uzbekistan into the city; rehabilitating the
100 MW Naghlu Hydropower Plant (the largest hydro generation
station in Afghanistan which supplies power to Kabul) and the
associated transmission line; and restructuring and commercializing
the power utility to improve service delivery. The project is progressing
well. The link between Kabul and the North East Power Transmission
System has been established, and the 110 kV line that brings power
from the Naghlu and Mahipar Hydropower Plants into the city grid
are now complete.  This has helped in providing the people of Kabul
with much better power supply from January 2009 onwards, doing
away with the need to rely on the generation of expensive diesel
power. The quantum of power imported from Uzbekistan will
progressively increase during the winter of 2009 when some of the
remaining works—including the the reactive power component being
procured with USAID support—are complete.  On September 30,
the utility in charge of Afghanistan’s power supply - the Da
Afghanistan Brashna Mossesa (DABM) - officially started operating
as a state-owned enterprise – the Da Afghanistan Brashna Sherkat

A hydrology station is being installed in Pol-e-Archin
district in the northeastern Kunduz province.

A man lights his home using electricity from a micro-
hydro power station being built through an NSP block
grant in the central Parwan province.



(DABS). The change came about through an inter-ministerial agreement between the Ministries of Finance, Energy and
Water, Economy, and Urban Development.  In accordance with the agreement, all former DABM staff as well as the
utility’s assets and liabilities have been provisionally transferred to the new corporation.

Emergency Horticulture and Livestock Project (HLP) (US$20 million IDA Grant and US$11 million ARTF Grant):
The project is currently being restructured and the project development objective being revised. The original project
development objective was to stimulate the marketable output of perennial horticulture and livestock. The revised project
objective will be to assist producer households in adopting improved practices to increase the productivity and production
of horticulture and livestock in the focus areas. The restructured project will continue to support the rehabilitation of
existing orchards and the development of new ones in select project areas in line with the strategy of the Ministry of
Agriculture, Irrigation and Livestock (MAIL). Orchard rehabilitation activities have so far begun on approximately 2,000
hectares (ha); in Spring 2009, 705 hectares of new orchards were planted with grapes, apricots, almonds, and pomegranates.
170 of these 705 hectares were owned by female farmers. The project has reached approximately 36,500 farmers and
provided them with extension messages on horticulture improvement. These activities are now estimated to have been
adopted by farmers on approximately 4000 ha (approximately 35% of targeted area).

Other activities such as the Integrated Pest Management (IPM), livestock development and animal health activities, and
poultry activities will continue to move ahead under the restructured project. The Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)
is the facilitating partner for IPM and is working along with the facilitating partner for the horticulture component. The
Afghanistan Veterinary Association (AVA) is the facilitating partner for the animal health component, and FAO is performing
the same role for semi-intensive poultry development. The poultry component helps poor rural women enhance their
incomes from rural backyard small-holder poultry production activities. Six thousand women have already been registered
under this component and have received three months of training on poultry and the marketing of eggs. The first round of
pullet distribution has also been completed. Women were provided 25 kg grower feed plus poultry equipment.  The first
batch of pullets has already started laying eggs.

As part of the ongoing restructuring, the project is carrying out activities intensively in focus areas in each of the 11
provinces where the project is operating. In these locations, farmers’ needs are being addressed more comprehensively.
Based on the experience in these focus areas, a replicable model will be developed for implementation in other areas as
well.

Sustainable Development of Natural Resources Project (US$40 million Grant): The project supports measures to
enhance regulatory capacity, foster private sector development and adherence to international standards. This project is
helping the government to ensure that the revenues from these valuable resources are available to the country as a whole
and are transparently managed. Among the approaches the government will use to manage the sector is the Extractive
Industries Transparency Initiative – a set of principles that supports sector governance via the full publication and verification
of company payments and government revenues from oil, gas, and mining. In addition, an International Advisory Council
has been established to assist the government in evaluating the strengths and benefits of contracts to ensure that best
practices are applied to help Afghanistan in developing its natural resources.

Despite a number of constraints—notably a difficult business environment—the project has made steady progress since
its inception.  It has stimulated private sector investment in Afghanistan  by facilitating the successful tender of the Aynak
copper deposit, one of the largest such deposits in the world. To date, the government has concluded the main contractual
agreements, and, once actual work commences, it will generate total investment of around US$10 billion over the next 5
to 10 years. Successful conclusion of the main agreement has already resulted in a payment of US$80.8 million to the
government as the first tranche of a US$808 million premium for the right to develop the deposit. In addition to strengthening
the Ministry of Mines’ capacity to supervise the mining sector, the project has helped government move towards its goal
of ensuring transparency and good governance in the sector, as well as recognizing the need for robust environmental and
social management of projects. The government recently took the important step of endorsing the principles of the
Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative, which promote transparent and systematic reporting of benefits streams
received from the extractive industries. The government is drafting mining and environmental regulations which provide
clear guidelines and procedures for issuance of mine titles.

Private Sector Development (PSD) Support Project (US$25 million Grant): The project aims to stimulate the local
economy by generating employment, create income and alleviate poverty. It helps create an economic enclave for businesses
operating in both the domestic and export markets. The project supports: (i) constructing an industrial park at Hesar-i-



Shahi, (ii) establishing industries in 4 key sectors (light engineering, food processing, leather garments, carpet washing
and finishing); (iii) building AISA’s (Afghanistan Investment Support Agency) capacity in the Industrial Parks Development
Department (IPDD) and Research and Policy Department (RPD); and (iv) creating capacity in the Private Sector Development
Department (PSDD) of Ministry of Commerce and Industries (MoCI) to design PSD related policies. The capacity of IPDD
has been substantially improved in financial management, procurement, environmental and social management, and
project supervision. It is near to achieving the ability to implement projects independently. Similarly, a number of staff in
PSD department of MoCI have been trained to improve their capacity in undertaking policy analysis and implementing
projects.

Currently the construction work of the industrial park is in progress and about 65 percent of the work has been completed.
Because of the worsening security situation, the progress of the construction work has been slow during few past months.
However, once the contract for Diesel Generator Power Plant and Power Distribution System is awarded, the construction
progress of the park is expected to accelerate. The park is expected to be operational in 2011. Once the project is fully
implemented, it is expected to generate 6,000 jobs in Afghanistan.

Civil Service Reform Project (US$20.4 million Grant): The project supports key government ministries  in improving
their  management of human resources as a basis for improved service delivery and greater accountability  in the use of
public resources. To meet this objective, the project supports the government in managing the civil service according to
clear rules and procedures. The project also provides support to core ministries as they reorganize their structures and
staffing so as to better perform their tasks. In addition, support will be given to help implement the Pay and Grade reforms.

Financial Sector Strengthening Project (US$8 million Grant): The project supports the Afghanistan National
Development Strategy’s vision to establish a modern and competitive financial sector. The project will specifically strengthen
the capacity of Da Afghanistan Bank (DAB) in the areas of banking supervision, accounting, internal audit, and human
resource management. It will also develop necessary financial infrastructure such as a public credit registry, collateral
registry and the Afghanistan Institution of Banking. All the expressions of interest for the consultancy contracts – accounting,
auditing, human resources, IT, off-site supervision and procurement -  have been advertised and shortlists of consultants
for all the positions are being compiled. Additionally a DAB staff member and consultant have toured the bankers’ training
institutes in South Asia in order to establish the parameters of the assistance that will be required under the project for the
Afghanistan Institute of Banking and Finance (AIBF).

Afghanistan Food Crisis Response Project (US$8 million Grant): The Bank’s new Global Food Crisis Response
Program provides this assistance for the rehabilitation of approximately 500 small irrigation schemes, critical to the
recovery of the country’s agriculture. So far, 191 of these schemes have been financed.  The project also builds community
capacity to implement and maintain irrigation sector projects that address community needs. This additional funding for
community irrigation brings to approximately 6,000 the number of small irrigation schemes supported by the Bank since
2002. The Bank has also provided nearly US$100 million for the rehabilitation of medium-size irrigation systems. While
the Bank’s support has been aimed at the medium-term investments needed to increase food security over time, the
institution is also working closely with Afghanistan’s other development partners and relief agencies to support the country
in the current food crisis by addressing immediate shortfalls.

Strengthening Institutions Development Policy Grant (US$35 million): The grant supports the government’s reform
program with the goal of improving the management of public finances, further strengthening fiscal and economic governance,
fostering fiscal responsibility, and introducing greater transparency and accountability.  The purpose of the grant is to
secure sound macroeconomic management and fiduciary standards for all resources channeled through the core Afghan
budget, including funds from the World Bank and the ARTF.

AFGHANISTAN RECONSTRUCTION TRUST FUND

The Afghanistan Reconstruction Trust Fund (ARTF) is a partnership between the international community and the Afghan
government for the improved effectiveness of the reconstruction effort. Until August 22, 2009, 30 donors had contributed
over US$3.2 billion since early 2002, making ARTF the largest contributor to the Afghan budget—for both operating costs
and development programs. ARTF’s support for national priority programs, for operating costs of government operations
and for the policy reform agenda is contributing to the achievement of the Afghanistan National Development Strategy
goals.



Management: The ARTF is managed by the Management
Committee consisting of the World Bank (as the administrator), the
Islamic Development Bank, the Asian Development Bank, and the
UN (UNAMA and UNDP). The Management Committee meets
regularly in Kabul, with the Ministry of Finance as an observer, to
carry out the day-to-day business of the fund. Once a quarter, ARTF
Donors meet to discuss broader strategy with the government and
ARTF Management.

ARTF and Donor Contributions: A total of 30 donors have
contributed to the ARTF over the past seven years. Donor contributions
have increased year after year, with new donors joining and older
donors increasing their levels of contribution. Nevertheless, over the
last few years the “preferenced” portion of donor contributions has
been the main factor driving growth. The agreed ARTF rules are that
donors may not “preference” more than half of their annual
contributions. This rule is to ensure that the ARTF has sufficient
funding to finance the Recurrent Cost Window and that it retains
some flexibility in the approval of National Priority Investment Projects.

The Recurrent Cost (RC) Window (US$1.8 billion): To date, the
ARTF has disbursed US$1.8 billion through the government’s operating
budget. Domestic revenues continue to be insufficient to cover the
costs of government. The ARTF Recurrent Cost Window has therefore
ensured the basic functioning of government including the delivery of
services such as healthcare and education. Given that around 60
percent of the non-uniformed Afghan civil service is accounted for by
teachers, the Ministry of Education has in general received around
40 percent of total ARTF resources. Ministries of Public Health,
Foreign Affairs, Labor, and Social Affairs have also been major
recipients. It should also be highlighted that the ARTF’s RC Window

resources are national in scope, ensuring the payment of salaries of around 250,000 non-uniformed civil servants in all 34
provinces of the country. Steady year-on-year increases in operating costs across government mean the RC Window
accounts for a declining share of the overall budget. Nevertheless, the RC Window still finances around half of the non-
security costs of government.

The Investment Window: The Investment Window has in the last two years increased significantly in volume and scope.
In the last two years (SY1386 and SY1387) investment commitments have exceeded recurrent cost commitments.
Disbursement rates on ARTF investment have been very strong with 76 percent of total investments disbursed as of
August 22, 2009. Consistently high rates of disbursement are strongly influenced by the sectors in which ARTF invests.
Decentralized and national rural development programs, such as NSP, NRAP and Microfinance, have been strongly
supported by the ARTF.

As of August 2009, there were 19 active projects funded through ARTF, with a combined commitment value of US$956
million; of this, US$723 million was disbursed. Full details of investment activities are provided in the ARTF Quarterly
Reports available at www.worldbank.org/artf.

The ARTF-financed Urban Water Supply and Sanitation Project (UWSS) provides US$41 million to support the
government’s short-term UWSS program. The project has five components: Kabul water supply, Kabul sanitation, provincial
towns WSS, engineering support and technical assistance, and financial support to the Central Authority for Water
Supply and Sewerage (CAWSS) operations. The Kabul water supply and provincial towns WSS components are based
on feasibility studies that have been completed for Kabul (financed by KfW) and 11 provincial capitals served by CAWSS.
In addition, the ARTF has also financed feasibility studies for 11 cities which were not served by CAWSS. The Kabul
sanitation component is based on the strategic sanitation plan and associated master plan covering municipal solid
waste, on-site sanitation, and sewerage and storm water drainage. The investment components are currently at various
stages of implementation. In particular, new wells have been completed in Upper Kabul  for water supply to the city.

The Afghanistan Reconstruction Trust Fund

The Afghanistan Reconstruction Trust Fund
(ARTF) was established in April 2002 as a
temporary means to finance the government’s
wage bill. Now the ARTF has developed into
the main multi-donor funding mechanism in
the country – financing both the essential
running costs of government as well as key
Afghan National Development Strategy
(ANDS) programs across the country. The
objectives of ARTF are to:

· Position the national budget as the
key vehicle to align the reconstruction
program with national development
objectives.

· Promote transparency and
accountability of reconstruction
assistance

· Reduce the burden on limited
government capacity while promoting
capacity-building over time

· Enhance donor coordination for
financing and policy dialogue.



However, as adequate financing for the next three construction
contracts is not available under the project, they are to be financed
by KfW and IDA. Contracts for (a) pipelines, equipment for wellfields
and pumping stations, and (b) collector pipes and transmission mains
are under execution with KfW financing.  A contract for pipelines for
principal and local mains is being procured.  From April 2009, a few
small-scale interventions were carried out for the sanitation and
rehabilitation of an existing dumpsite in Kabul. Goods worth US$10
million for  water supply and sanitation services in provincial towns
have been procured, and all  contracts for pipe-laying in 12 towns and
4 reservoirs have been awarded (procurement of works for 2 reservoirs
have been held back due to lack of funds). Financial support to
operations has been effective since August 2005 and was terminated
in March 2007. The CAWSS operation is being incorporated gradually
into the Afghanistan Water Supply and Sewerage Corporation
(AUWSSC).  The water supply operations in Kabul, Charikar, Herat,
Pul-i-Khumri, Kunduz, Taloqan, Mazhar-i-Sharif and Shebergan have
been taken over by AUWSSC.

The Improvement of Power Supply to Kabul Project (US$7.4
million) is working to improve the availability and reliability of power
supply in Kabul by supplementing and extending activities financed

under Afghan-German financial cooperation. It has the following three components: partial rehabilitation of Mahipar Hydropower
Station, rehabilitation of 110 KV transmission lines, and supply and installation of street lighting in Kabul. The transmission
line work and street lighting components as well as the hydropower rehabilitation have been completed. The project was
completed in March 2009 and a project Implementation Completion Report (ICR) is due to be out in the public domain
shortly.

Power production in Mahipar is key for power supply in Kabul during the winter as the river feeding this power station has
water only during this season (December–May) without any other competing usage. Energy produced in one unit in the
Mahipar plant can supply at least 16,000 households in Kabul during the winter (assuming the average consumption of 200
kWh/month). In addition, the energy produced from this one unit of hydropower would save the use of 12 million liters of fuel
in thermal generation, thus saving about USD$11 million at current oil prices.

Kabul/Aybak/Mazar-e-Sharif Power Project (US$57 million) is working to provide reliable and quality power to consumers
in the target areas of the cities of Kabul, Aybak, and Mazar-e-Sharif. The project would support investments to: (i) strengthen
the low-voltage distribution network through rehabilitation/upgrading of old and dilapidated infrastructure in parts of Kabul
with the aim of improving the reliability and quality of electricity supply and services in the target areas, as well as
accountability of power utility; (ii) construct a new 220/20 kV substation and associated 20 kV lines at Aybak to provide
quality, reliable, and clean grid power to the residents of Aybak town; and (iii) rehabilitate and augment the transmission
facilities for the medium- and low-voltage distribution network in Mazar-e-Sharif. In addition, the project would support
institutional capacity building for operation and maintenance of the distribution systems, as well as the establishment,
operation, and handover to DABS (Da Afghanistan Brishna Shirkat – Afghanistan Power Utility) of a customer care center
in the target area. The contractors for implementation of distribution work at Kabul and Mazar-e-Sharif have been mobilized.
The design and survey work is complete and construction is in progress; the work has however been delayed mainly due
to the late delivery of concrete poles. The contractor for the augmentation of the Aybak and Mazar transmission substations
has commenced work. Design work is in progress and design reviews are proceeding.

ARTF – Afghanistan Power Sector Development Project (US$35 million): The project supports the Government of
Afghanistan in increasing: (i) access to grid power; and (ii) the quantity of power available to consumers in the target urban
centers of Pul-e-Khumri, Charikar, Gulbahar and Jab-ul Seraj. The project consists of the following two components:
Distribution System Rehabilitation, and Institutional Capacity Building and Project Management Support to Ministry of
Energy and Water (MEW). The project would support establishment of a unit within MEW to promote energy efficiency and
saving. Contractors for distribution works at Pul-e-Khumri, Charikar, Gulbahar and Jab-ul Seraj have been finalized and
contract signed. Contractors are ready to mobilize and commence survey and design work. The appointment of a supervision
consultant has been delayed but is expected to be finalized within the coming month.

How the Afghanistan Reconstruction Trust
Fund (ARTF) works:

Donors contribute funds into a single account,
held by the World Bank in the US. The ARTF
Management Committee makes decisions on
proposed allocations at its monthly meetings,
and those decisions are translated into funds
through Grant Agreements signed between
the World Bank and the Government of
Afghanistan. ARTF allocations are made
through two “windows”: the Recurrent Cost
Window and the Investment Window. The
Recurrent Cost Window reimburses the
government for a certain portion of eligible and
non-security related operating expenditure
every year. The Investment Window provides
grant financing for national development
programs in the development budget.



Rural Water Supply Project (US$7.65 million) has two objectives: (i) improve the health of rural communities by
integrating health and hygiene education/awareness with the provision of water supply and sanitation services; and (ii)
strengthen and build capacities of the central and provincial governments, NGOs, private sector, and communities to scale
up the provision of sustainable water supply and sanitation services. This project is specifically helping to alleviate the
water supply problem for rural communities through provision of 765 rural water points and 2,769 demonstration latrines
(with another 420 water points and 1,260 demonstration latrines under the additional financing) and 17 reservoirs/gravity
pipe schemes, together with establishment of community-based operation and maintenance systems. This is being integrated
with hygiene education. A Program Implementation Unit was established in the Ministry of Rural Rehabilitation and
Development (MRRD) to implement this program. To facilitate implementation, construction partners and Community
Development Councils (in some villages) have been mobilized who are supported by provincial RRD offices in four provinces
(Samangan,Takhar, Baghlan, and Jawzjan) and support organizations (NGOs) in another four provinces (Kabul, Badghis,
Kunduz, and Saripul).

The project has implemented most of the activities envisaged under the original and additional financing. Software activities
like hygiene promotion, and operations and maintenance training are complete. Physical works for the construction of
water points and sanitary latrines for demonstration are almost complete (90 percent) in all the eight provinces under
original grant funding (US$5 million) and about 85 percent complete under additional financing (US$2.65 million). The
remaining physical works are expected to be completed by November 2009.  A sector review study taken up under the
project has found that most of the water sector programs are centrally managed, face delays in implementation, and are
not fully addressing sustainability issues. Another consultancy commissioned to design a follow-on project is attempting
to address these issues and align with the NSP. The project is due for completion in December 2009.

Kabul Urban Roads Improvement Project (US$18 million): The Project aims to improve traffic flow on priority corridors
or segments of the main urban roads in Kabul city. The Project will rehabilitate about 12 kms of existing roads; construct
and rehabilitate road side drains and walkways; construct roundabouts at key intersections; and install street lights. The
Implementation Consultant (IC) has completed the topographic survey, geotechnical investigations and design for 75 km of
roads under their contract. The IC undertook a comprehensive winter training program in December 2008 and January
2009. The training focused on various aspects of civil engineering including 4 days of testing in the soils laboratory. 47
Municipal Staff attended the professional development course. Four days of Road safety/environmental awareness training
was also held for Municipal and Contractor staff on the 2/3/2009. There were approximately 20 attendees.

Afghanistan Justice Sector Reform Project (Phase 1) (US$27 million): In line with the ANDS and National Justice
Sector Strategy (NJSS), the ARTF project’s development objective is to strengthen a centralized state justice system and
to increase access to justice for the Afghan people. The project’s immediate objective is to enhance the capacity of the
justice sector institutions to deliver legal services. This will be achieved primarily through more strategic human capital and
physical infrastructure management, increasing the skills of justice sector professionals, and enhancing the physical
infrastructure used to deliver legal services.

As the Government of Afghanistan and the international donor community agreed at the 2007 Rome Conference on the
Rule of Law in Afghanistan (convened by Afghanistan and Italy and jointly chaired by the United Nations), there is an urgent
need to improve the coordination, integration, and funding of investments in the Afghan justice sector. As part of their Joint
Recommendations, the Rome conference participants agreed to elaborate a comprehensive National Justice Program and
establish a pooled funding mechanism to support the NJP. The conference invited the World Bank to assist in the design
of the pooled funding mechanism and noted that the ARTF showed the most potential.

The implementation of the NJSS and the National Justice Program is a long-term process which will require continuing
support through a number of programs and projects, only some of which will be financed by the ARTF. It is hoped that the
use of the ARTF as a significant source of pooled funding will facilitate a coordinated approach among international donors
in the justice sector, reduce duplication, minimize transaction costs, and thus significantly increase the development
impact of donor contributions in this sector.

Afghan Civil Service Capacity Building Program (US$13 million) consists of two components:

The first component — Afghan Expatriates Program (AEP) (US$10 million) — will increase the contribution of professional
Afghans living abroad to the reconstruction of Afghanistan by inviting them to play a role in formulating public sector policy
and building institutional capacity. This component also aims to close the skills gap of the Afghan people in information
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technology, engineering, and teaching by getting well-trained overseas Afghans to return and provide local Afghans with on-
the-job training to enhance their technical skills. To date, around 92 Afghan experts from overseas have been placed in
government ministries and agencies.

The second component — Lateral Entry Program (LEP) (US$3 million) — includes a pilot phase, which aims to place
100 lateral entrants from NGOs and international organizations in middle- and senior-level line positions in government
ministries and agencies for a period of up to two years. They will assist with the reform and restructuring process and help
build institutional capacity. If successful, the pilot phase will be expanded. To date, around 130 lateral entrants have been
recruited and together with AEP have supported over 20 ministries and agencies.

The Management Capacity Program (US$10 million) will help ministries to improve their capacity in key managerial
areas over the medium term. This should enable the government to manage resources more effectively and deliver results
faster on the ground. The program will fund qualified Afghan staff, currently working in NGOs and international agencies, to
work in critical positions in government in areas such as financial management, procurement, human resource management,
policy, and administration. Priority will be given to positions in the sub-national offices of line ministries. This program
directly funds about 300 senior level government positions in about 17 ministries, mostly focused on common functions,
such as human resource management and financial management. By bringing in highly qualified Afghans that help build
capacity from within the administration, the program helps to enhance the performance of a wide range of ministries and
agencies.

The project has provided core and line ministries with the staffing that will allow them to improve their budget utilization and
service delivery. Around three quarters of the positions have been filled transparently and through merit. A system to
monitor results has also been put in place. The program’s success has enabled it to include a new component that was
not in the scope of the original project; this includes staff positions for monitoring the implementation of the Afghanistan
National Development Strategy (ANDS). Recruitment for these positions is under way; 16  positions have already being
filled.

As a result of this addition, the total revised cost for the project is now US$35 million, up from the original cost of US$30
million (Approved by ARTF MC in February 2007).  Other changes have also been made:  (i) modifying the project development
objectives and outcome indicators to include strengthening the oversight capabilities of the central agencies charged with
overseeing the implementation of the ANDS; (ii) financing of staff positions for this purpose (the Ministry of Finance,
Ministry of Economy and Government Coordinating Committee Secretariat within the Office of the Chief Economic Advisor
to the President); (iii) an increase in Grant Funds by an additional US$ 5 million; and (iv)extension of the closing date for
the project to December 31, 2011. The increase in Grant Funds reflects additional contributions received from ARTF’s
Donors.

Technical Assistance and Feasibility Studies (US$18.5 million)
This project provides technical assistance to line ministries to make programs and projects suitable for funding by key
development partners or private sources. Specialists have been recruited to help guide the preparation and supervision of
reconstruction and development activities, and to design and supervise feasibility studies. In addition, the project funds
feasibility studies by qualified firms for the preparation of larger investment projects.

All dollar figures are in US dollar equivalents.
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